E- Supplement for Chapter 8 Distribution and
Transportation Network Design
Case study AnyLogic / Eldorado Distribution Network Design
Problem description
Eldorado Company, a large electronics retailer in Russia with stores in 350 cities,
needed to determine the optimal number of warehouses, and where they should be
located in order to better fulfil customer demand and minimize delivery and inventory costs.
Model development
The analysis showed that the problem could be solved with the introduction of the
decision support system AnyLogic Logistics Network Manager.
Solution development
Input data provided by the customer described potential locations subject to rent
cost, investments for building new or modernizing old warehouses, average level
and cost of storage, overall costs for staffing and security, etc. The simulation
model included in the solution also considered the warehouse and retail store GIS
(geographic information system) coordinates, and distances between cities (Fig. E8.1).

Fig. E-8.1. Simulation results
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Testing the solution
Users can carry out several experiments with the model. The parameter variation
experiment checks all possible scenarios of warehouse location taking into account “fixed” warehouses and their maximum number. The result of such an experiment is the best combination of warehouses that cost the least amount of money.
Based on this information, an optimization experiment calculates in-store warehouses’ floor space. In a simple experiment, a user manually chooses warehouses
from the list, and launches the model with this combination in order to receive statistics about it.
Analysing the results
The system as introduced allowed the client to simulate, in detail, several kinds of
activities:
-

Daily basis (model time): goods are sold in stores, and losses from the
shortage of demanded goods are counted.
Weekly basis: inventory is supplemented to target level, transportation
costs are counted, and deferred payments to suppliers are planned.
Monthly basis: warehouse levels are renewed according to monthly sales
levels of stores, transportation routes from warehouses to stores are generated, and franchisee shipments are planned.

Monthly sales numbers conform to average sales numbers, while daily sales are
generated stochastically.
Implementation
The solution allowed the customer to choose the warehouse network out of 63,000
combinations. The software implementation costs are paid off during the first two
months of work when using the distribution network system recommended by the
model. The decision support system is expected to operate for a long time, as it allows the users to find new optimal distribution system setups in case the market
situation changes (change of transportation tariffs, warehouse parameters, amount
of stores and sales, etc.).

Case Transportation: direct shipment vs milk-runs
Transportation consolidation may help in reducing transportation unit costs. However, in some cases it is impossible to use a distribution centre or warehouse to
make use of consolidation effects. For example, organic farms do not usually use a
warehouse for perishable goods and deliver directly to the markets (Fig. E-8.2).
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Fig. E-8.2. Direct shipments

But also in this case it may be possible to increase efficiency. For the organic
farms two options will be analysed: independent distribution with direct shipment
from each farm to the customers vs cooperative distribution using the milk-run
system through the formation of partnerships between farms located in the same
region. The cost analysis has to answer two questions: (1) the truck size to be used
according to the replenishment interval; and (2) whether it is worth using direct
shipment from each farm to the customers or to apply a partnership formation utilizing the milk-run method.
In an organic supply chain in Brazil, four farms are located in Itaipava, a city located 95km away from the centre of Rio de Janeiro. These farms supply six street
markets, ten restaurants and four organic markets per week. The trucks they use
for transportation have a capacity of 6t. Total weekly demand (restaurants, street
markets and stores) is around 36t. The costs in this analysis are estimated as close
to the reality of a supply chain in Rio de Janeiro as possible. The following assumptions exist:
All customers are located close to each other so the transportation costs inside the
city can be neglected.
Maximum replenishment interval is three days.
Each supplier delivers exactly one product to all customers (i.e. carrots, lettuces,
tomatoes and onions), so there are four different products in this supply chain
with proportionally distributed demand.
At present, trucks with 6t capacity are used.
Three truck sizes can be considered in the analysis: capacity of 4t, 6t and 10t respectively.
Fixed costs for one delivery is R$100, R$150, and R$180 respectively.
Costs per delivery at the distance of 95 km is R$20 assuming R$0.2105 per km.
Ordering cost is R$6, unit price is R$2 and interest rate is 0.3%.
First we consider the case where the farmer delivers direct to customers. As the
weekly demand for each farm is 9t (1.5t per day), the most efficient truck size to
be used according to the batch-size and replenishment interval can be determined
as follows: (Table E-8.1).
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Table E-8.1. Numerical example

With replenishment 6 times per week, the load size is 1.5t.
Daily cost of small truck = R$120.00
Thus, cost per ton = 120 / 1.5 = R$ 80.00
Daily cost of medium truck = R$ 170.00
Thus, cost per ton = 170 / 1.5 = R$ 113.33
Daily cost of large truck = R$ 200.00
Thus, cost per ton = 200 / 1.5 = R$ 133.33
With replenishment every two days, the load size is 3t.
Daily cost of small truck = R$ 120.00
Thus, cost per ton = 120 / 3 = R$ 40.00
Daily cost of medium truck = R$ 170.00
Thus, cost per ton = 170/3 = R$ 56.67
Daily cost of large truck = R$ 200.00
Thus, cost per ton = 200 / 3 = R$ 66.67
With replenishment every three days, the load size is 4.5t.
Daily cost of small truck = R$ 120.00
Thus, cost per ton = 120 x 2/ 4.5 = R$ 53.33
Daily cost of medium truck = R$ 170.00
Thus, cost per ton = 170 / 4.5 = R$ 37.78
Daily cost of large truck = R$ 200.00
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Thus, cost per ton = 200 / 4.5 = R$ 44.44
According to the calculation above, delivery every three days using a medium
truck is the most efficient way in terms of transportation costs (TC). An alternative
could be the usage of a smack truck and delivery every two days. Obviously, we
need to extend the analysis by including inventory costs.
We calculate the weekly inventory costs (IC) according to EOQ model as follows:
With replenishment every 2 days:
IC = [6 x 9,000/3,000 + (0.6/52) x 3,000/2] x 4 farms = R$141.23
With replenishment every 3 days:
IC = [6 x 9,000/4,500 + (0.6/52) x 4,500/2] x 4 farms= R$151.85
This results in total weekly costs as follows:
Small truck, delivery every two days: TC (120x3x4) + IC (141.23) = R$2004.92
Medium truck, delivery every three days: TC (170x2x4) + IC (151.85) =
R$1967.40
This result indicates that the recommendation is to deliver two times a week using
a medium truck.
Second, we consider the case if the farmers form a partnership and organize cooperative deliveries using milk-runs (see Fig. E-8.3)):

Fig. E-8.3. Cooperative shipment

As the weekly demand is 36t (6t per day) for the products of the four farms together, the following analysis can be performed when the farms deliver cooperatively (Table E-8.2):
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Table E-8.2. Analysis for milk-runs

It can be observed that TC per ton can be significantly reduced. The most preferable solution is now to use the large truck with the replenishment interval every
three days. Alternatively, it can be checked whether usage of medium trucks with
daily replenishment can also be efficient.
We calculate the weekly IC according to the economic order quantity (EOQ)
model as follows:
With replenishment every day:
[6 x 36,000/6,000 + (0.6/52) x 6,000/2] = R$70.62
With replenishment every 3 days:
[6 x 36,000/18,000 + (0.6/52) x 18,000/2] = R$115.85
This results in total weekly costs as follows:
Medium truck, delivery every day: TC (170x6) + IC (70.62) = R$1090.62
Large truck, deliveries every three days: TC (200x2x2) + IC (115.85) = R$915.85
Medium truck, delivery every three days: TC (170x2x3) + IC (115.85) =
R$1135.85
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This result indicates that the recommendation is to use the large truck with the replenishment interval every three days. Even if it is not acceptable for farmers to
switch from medium trucks to large trucks, the partnership formation significantly
increases the efficiency. Total costs will decrease from R$1967.40 to R$1135.85
or even to R$1090.62 with every day delivery, which would also have a positive
effect on flexibility.
Additional tasks:
Analyse some other options, e.g., include only two farms in a milk-run.
Which other important factors and costs have not been included in this analysis?
Explain why the ICs in the milk-run system have been reduced, compared with the
direct shipments at three day replenishment intervals!
How would you change the analysis if the demand for different products is not
equally distributed (e.g., demand for onions is higher than demand for carrots)?
Where can you see the reasons for total weekly cost reductions in the milk-run
system?
Would you see any advantages in selecting daily deliveries with a medium truck
in terms of product perishability? It can be observed from the supplier’s point
of view that shipments every two or three days are the preferred option because
of higher capacity utilization. However, for the retailer, this means shorter periods of product freshness that affect the product value and sales period. Any
suggestions on resolving this vendor–buyer conflict?

Case Tomato Delivery from Spain to Germany
A producer of fresh tomatoes in Spain is currently analysing at which frequency
products should be delivered to Germany. The process is as follows. The company
produces 13-15t of fresh tomatoes annually. The marketer finds a broker or distribution agency in Germany. After negotiating the terms of the agreement, all parties involved in the supply chain start to work collaboratively. Leaving aside the
promotion process carried out by the firm and distributor/broker, an order is
placed by the German retailer, who communicates it to the distribution agency; the
agency or broker approves, signs and transfers it to the Spanish producer. The
company receives the order and then dispatches from the warehouse to the packaging plant and production.
Cost of production (CP), shipping costs and distribution/broker agencies are the
three main costs that directly influence the final price at which the firm would sell
to German retailers. Fresh vegetable production is certainly distinct due to the perishable nature of the produce (10 to 14 days from harvest) and its large produc-
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tion lead time. The production quantity is strictly fixed and does not depend on the
orders placed. Thus, the glass-greenhouse production method is similar to an
economy of scale: the space of production is fixed and the producer has to produce
the maximum per plant, whether all the products sell or not, since the cost of producing one more unit is almost zero.
The Table E-8.3 provides the cost overview for three different tomato types for
three quarters (Q1, Q2 and Q3):
Table E-8.3. Costs overview for three different tomato sorts
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Due to the perishable nature of the product, the transportation optimization
process must take into consideration a combination of two factors: transportation
lead time for arrival of the product in optimal conditions of freshness and quality;
and cost efficiency of transportation.
The lead time from harvesting to truck is 48 hours. From that point, the truck
needs approx. 55 hours (depending on exact geographical position of retailer within Germany) to retailer´s warehouse in Germany covering a distance of 2,100km.
Maritime transportation of goods can also be considered; nonetheless the lead time
in which the distance from Almeria to Frankfurt is covered doubles the truckload
transportation lead time to 96 hours. Although maritime transportation is more
cost-efficient, the lead time from the warehouse in Spain to the retailer warehouse
in Germany would affect the optimal quality conditions of the product (see Fig. E8.4).

Fig. E-8.4. Alternative shipment routes (based on seerates.com)

The analysis is therefore performed for truck transportation with the following assumptions:
Monthly demand: 50,000 kg (October – April)
Total transportation costs: €3,000
Fixed transportation costs: €800
Variable transportation costs: €2,200
Truck load capacity: 14,000 kg
Shipping units are pallets of 750 kg
Lead-time from harvesting to retailer 103 hours (48h + 55h)
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The product lasts in optimal condition for selling for 14 days (336 hours) from the
date of harvesting. This gives the retailer 10 days for selling the product at maximum price.
Calculation of the frequency for shipping the product
1. The monthly demand is 50,000kg/4wk = 12,500 Kg per week.
2. Number of pallets 14,000 kg/750kg = 18 pallets
3. Price per pallet €2,200/18 = €122.23
4. Daily demand: 1,786 kg thus 2.4 pallets per day
5. Transportation costs: Shipping every x day.
1 Day= 800+122.23€* (2.4*1) = 1,095.25€/2.4 = 456.35
2 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*2) = 1,386.7€/4.8 = 288.9
3 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*3) = 1,680.1€/7.2 = 233.33
4 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*4) = 1,973.4€/9.6 = 205.56
5 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*5) = 2,266.76€/12 = 188.9
6 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*6) = 2,560.1€/14.4 = 177.78
7 Days= 800+122.23€* (2.4*7) = 2,853.5€/16.8 = 169.9
It can be observed that from the supplier’s point of view, shipment of 16.8 pallets
every 7 days is the most preferable option because of higher capacity utilization.
However, for the retailer, this means a shorter period of product freshness that affects the product value and sales period. To resolve this vendor–buyer conflict, an
index of product condition (Ipc) has been calculated as follows:
Ipc = [(Lead-time harvesting to truck load in hours) + (Transportation lead-time in
hours) + (Storing in warehouse in hours)] / Total hours of optimal product condition.
The higher the Ipc value, the shorter is the sales period. Table E-8.4 represents the
analysis of transportation costs and Ipc.
Table E-8.4. Analysis of transportation costs and Ipc.
Replenishment interval, in days

Transportation costs, in Euro

Ipc

Costs x Ipc

1

456.35

0.3

136.9

2

288.9

0.38

109.8

3

233.33

0.45

105.1

4

205.56

0.52

106.9

5

188.9

0.59

111.5

6

177.78

0.66

117.3

7

169.9

0.74

125.73

To resolve the vendor–buyer conflict, it is recommended that a replenishment interval of three days with shipment of 7.2 pallets in each batch be used.

